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Last Night
2023-12-05

from the amazon charts and new york times bestselling author of the
shadow box and last day comes a breathtaking thriller about a family
shaken by lies vengeance and a cold blooded crime a fierce blizzard is
burying the eastern seaboard but on the icy rhode island shore
renowned artist maddie morrison finds warm sanctuary from a
contentious divorce at the legendary ocean house hours later her body
is found buried under a blanket of snow and her little daughter cece
has disappeared without a trace for detective conor reid his brother
tom a coast guard commander and maddie s grieving sister hadley the
posh hotel becomes ground zero for an investigation trapped by the
blizzard they must hunker down and determine who in the young mother s
life could have possibly wanted her dead there are stories of a
twisted romantic past of old jealousies and resentments that still cut
to the bone and a history of greed rage and revenge that created the
perfect storm for murder a storm that has just begun

The Last Night
2013-10-25

our secular society seems to have finally found its new god work as
technological progress makes human labor superfluous and over
production destroys both the economy and the planet work remains
stronger than ever as a mantra of universal submission this book
develops a fully fledged theory of radical atheism advocating a
disrespectful opportunist squandering of obedience by replacing hope
and faith with adventure the last night of our lives might finally
become the first morning of an autonomous future

Last Night
2021-04-01

two best friends one missed chance and a night that changes everything

Just Last Night
2021-05-04

i cannot remember the last book i loved as much a luminous heart
achingly beautiful love letter to friendship knockout josie silver new
york times bestselling author international bestseller mhairi
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mcfarlane explores lifelong friendships long buried secrets and
unexpected love in a heartfelt emotional new novel perfect for fans of
evvie drake starts over the two lives of lydia bird or in five years
eve justin susie and ed have been friends since they were teenagers
now in their thirties the four are as close as ever thursday night bar
trivia is sacred and eve is still secretly in love with ed maybe she
should have moved on by now but she can t stop thinking about what
could have been and she knows ed still thinks about it too but then in
an instant their lives are changed forever in the aftermath eve s
world is upended as stunning secrets are revealed she begins to wonder
if she really knew her friends as well as she thought and when someone
from the past comes back into her life eve s future veers in a
surprising new direction they say every love story starts with a
single moment what if it was just last night a book i almost wish i d
written except that would have robbed me of the intense joy of reading
it the kind of novel that will have you putting everything else on
hold so you can keep turning pages until you reach its sparkling
brilliant end emily henry 1 new york times bestselling author of
people we meet on vacation

The Last Night
2016-05-01

ms bernnadette stanis thelma from good times takes the reader on a
journey with her as she shares the story of her life with her real
family as well as her good times family including her life as
caregiver to her mom who suffered from alzheimer s

Last Night at the Telegraph Club
2021-01-19

winner of the national book award a new york times bestseller the
queer romance we ve been waiting for ms magazine seventeen year old
lily hu can t remember exactly when the feeling took root that desire
to look to move closer to touch whenever it started growing it
definitely bloomed the moment she and kathleen miller walked under the
flashing neon sign of a lesbian bar called the telegraph club suddenly
everything seemed possible but america in 1954 is not a safe place for
two girls to fall in love especially not in chinatown red scare
paranoia threatens everyone including chinese americans like lily with
deportation looming over her father despite his hard won citizenship
lily and kath risk everything to let their love see the light of day
cover image may vary
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Last Night at the Lobster
2017-04-06

a book that embodies what s best in us stephen king washington post
best book of the year 2017 san francisco chronicle best book of the
year 2017 e ntertainment weekly best book of the year 2017 the red
lobster chain restaurant perched in the far corner of a run down
american mall hasn t been making its numbers and has pulled the plug
but manager manny deleon still needs to navigate a tricky last shift
with a near mutinous staff and the final onslaught of hungry retirees
lunatics and office parties all the while manny wondering how to
handle the waitress he s still in love with what to do about his
pregnant girlfriend and how to find the christmas present that will
make everything better stewart o nan has been called the bard of the
working class and last night at the lobster is a american cult classic
and a masterpiece of precision and empathy

About Last Night
2011-06-23

she thought it would be just one lie readers can t stop talking about
about last night simply fantastic i was hooked from the first page
reader review adele doesn t disappoint with this tale of friendship
put to the ultimate test reader review a fantastic story about
friendship loyalty and betrayal a real page turner reader review
amazing characterization and a thrilling story line reader review i
need you to say that i was with you for thirty years best friends
steph and pip have been through thick and thin there s nothing they
would not do for one another until these simple words change
everything steph eternally solid and dependable is begging her friend
to lie to the police as she s desperately trying to conceal not one
but two devastating secrets to protect her family pip self consigned
to the role of scatty hot head is overwhelmed she s normally the one
asking for help in a crisis it s a big ask so what would you do don t
miss this twisty gripping novel of friendship and lies from the no 1
sunday times bestselling author of both of you and one last secret
gripping full of suspense closer guaranteed to keep you hooked she

Last Night
2019-02-26

nypd detective lex cole tracks a missing brooklyn teen whose bright
future is endangered by the ghosts of his unknown father s past in
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this highly anticipated sequel to a map of the dark one of the few
black kids on his brighton beach block titus crisp crespo was raised
by his white mother and his russian grandparents he has two legacies
from his absent father mo his weird name and his brown skin crisp has
always been the odd kid out but a fundamentally good kid with a bright
future but one impulsive decision triggers a horrible domino effect an
arrest no reason not to accompany his richer whiter friend glynnie on
a visit to her weed dealer and a trip onto his father s old home turf
where he ll face certain choices he s always strived to avoid as
detective lex cole tries to unravel the clues from crisp s night out
they both find that what you don t know about your past can still come
back to haunt you

Last Night
2013-03-28

last night is a spellbinding collection of stories about passion by
turns fiery and subdued destructive and redemptive alluring and
devastating a lover of poetry is asked by his wife to give up what may
be his most treasured friendship a book dealer is forced to face the
truth when a figure from his past pays an unexpected visit in the
title story a husband has promised to assist his wife s suicide drawn
in by a lingering swirl of tone revelation and insight the reader of
these ten powerful stories will be transfixed as seemingly without
effort salter finds the charged moments that will come to shape a fate
and detonates them before our very eyes

The Last Night Out
2019-05-02

six friends three secrets one murder maggie is destined to marry the
perfect man in two weeks desperate for a last wild night on the town
before the big day she gathers her closest friends for a night to
remember only things go wrong horribly wrong angie s body is found in
the park the following morning and their night to remember quickly
becomes a nightmare they wish they could forget under police scrutiny
how far will maggie and her friends go to keep their secrets far
enough to protect a killer

The Last Night at Tremore Beach
2017-02-14

gripping and impossible to put down the last night at tremore beach is
an atmospheric and chilling psychological thriller sure to appeal to
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fans of the novels of stephen king and s j watson an idyllic summer
holiday on the irish coast becomes a living nightmare with shattering
consequences for a world renowned composer and his loved ones in this
truly haunting page turner publishers weekly starred review recently
divorced and in the middle of a creative crisis peter harper decides
to take shelter on the scenic and isolated tremore beach in ireland
but one stormy night he is struck by lightning and as a result begins
experiencing terrible headaches and strange dreams as the line between
his dreams and reality begin to blur peter realizes that his bizarre
visions may be a warning of horror still to come

About Last Night . . .
2017-03-09

lose yourself in the immensely funny and heartwarming no 1 bestseller
from the author of a cornish summer molly gets a second chance in life
but will she have the courage to take it molly has traded london for a
dream home in the country except it was her husband s dream not hers
and david is well rather dead now so when a distant relative leaves
her a london townhouse molly is ready to quit the good life and return
to her good life but there s a rather tall handsome problem a man who
s already living in molly s new house and when a face from her past
reappears she s no longer quite sure where she belongs do any of the
men in molly s life have honourable intentions is she ready to ditch
muddy wellies for high heels or is she saying goodbye to the delights
of country life too soon readers love catherine alliott s books like
going on holiday and travelling by book side splittingly funny a big
slice of sunny escapism alliott always manages to write serious
subjects with cracking humour the mistress of this genre

The Last Night at Tremore Beach
2017-02-14

originally published in spain in 2014 as la âultim noche en tremore
beach

Last Night a DJ Saved My Life
2014-05-13

a riveting look at record spinning from its beginnings to the present
day a grander and more fascinating story than one would think time out
london this is the first comprehensive history of the disc jockey a
cult classic now updated with five new chapters and over a hundred
pages of additional material it s the definitive account of dj culture
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from the first record played over airwaves to house hip hop techno and
beyond from the early development of recorded and transmitted sound
djs have been shaping the way we listen to music and the record
industry this book tracks down the inside story on some of music s
most memorable moments focusing on the club dj the book gets first
hand accounts of the births of disco hip hop house and techno visiting
legendary clubs like the peppermint lounge cheetah the loft sound
factory and ministry of sound and with interviews with legendary djs
last night a dj saved my life is a lively and entertaining account of
musical history and some of the most legendary parties of the century
brewster and broughton s ardent history is one of barriers and sonic
booms spanning almost 100 years including nods to pioneers christopher
stone martin block douglas jocko henderson bob wolfman jack smith and
alan moondog freed publishers weekly

The Last Night of The Proms
2024-04-28

if you want to understand whetstone ask sir roger hollis what
palimpsest is just when the national medical advisor to the security
services is on the point of retrieving an injured patient from a
hijacked 747 on the tarmac at heathrow the authorities pull the plug
on a protracted negotiation with resultant loss of life primum non
nocere first do no harm at the subsequent inquiry it is the n mass dr
alastair cameron strange who is scapegoated and hung out to dry why
who authorised the storming of aerolineas argentinas flight 301 first
minded to quit medicine and get out sheer bloody mindedness drives
cameron strange to open a file on a high ranking government minister
the enterprise czar erstwhile managing director of the conglomerate
sir roger hollis his researches take him from london to edinburgh
thence to the north west tip of scotland where accompanied by the
mysteriously intangible kathryn hathaway he discovers the
conglomerates s dreadful secret palimpsest and solves the riddle of aa
flight 301 but there s no way back to london from cape wrath is there

The Last Night on the Beat
2012-09-20

the hilarious adventures of harry the polis as recalled by ex polis
harry morris the self appointed chief constable of funny stories
continue with the publication of his tenth book the last night on the
beat full of brilliant anecdotes oddball characters quick comebacks
and unlikely excuses harry demonstrates true glaswegian humour at its
finest harry morris is out to show a side of our industrious police
force that we don t often see the lighter side his time with the
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glasgow and strathclyde constabulary or polis for short hasn t robbed
harry of his sense of humour and every wily witness cocky con and
sarcastic sergeant he ever rubbed up against is here in page after
page of humorous stories here is the definitive collection of harry
the polis tales that will tempt your laughter lines into making an
appearance and have you flashing your gnashers

The Last Night of the Leamington Licker
2020-06-01

in 1951 randolph turpin defeated sugar ray robinson to win the world
middleweight championship and temporarily became one of the most
famous sportsmen in britain he had been champion for only 64 days when
robinson defeated him in a rematch he was never able to regain the
title and he gradually faded into bitter obscurity ending up deeply in
debt running a failing transport cafe in leamington spa the last night
of the leamington licker is a fictionalised account of his final night

Dark as Last Night
2021-08-03

dark as last night confirms once again that tony birch is a master of
the short story these exceptional stories capture the importance of
human connection at pivotal moments in our lives whether those occur
because of the loss of a loved one or the uncertainties of childhood
in this collection we witness a young girl struggling to protect her
mother from her father s violence two teenagers clumsily getting to
know one another by way of a shared love of music and a man mourning
the death of his younger brother while beset by memories and regrets
from their past throughout this powerful collection birch s concern
for the humanity of those who are often marginalised or overlooked
shines bright

What the Dinosaurs Did Last Night
2015-10-20

from the creative parents who brought the world the web sensation
dinovember comes photographic proof of what toys get up to when the
rest of the house is asleep you might have noticed weird things
happening in your house unexplainable messes food all over the kitchen
floor who could the culprits be dinosaurs boasting bright and
hilarious photographs along with a story written from the point of
view of an older wiser sibling refe and susan tuma s picture book
documents a very messy adventure that shows just what the dinosaurs
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did last night

The Last Night at the Ritz
1973

the lives and friendship of two women time states they both were young
during world war ii when college boys sang you can easily tell she s
not my mother cause my mother s 49 this is a novel about then and now
mostly in boston about women with character and brains and what
happens to them about marriage about the wear and tear of living about
the manners and aspirations of a generation that endured to see its
values not well defended but well believed in derided across the
generation gap the genre is women s fiction and the book lapses
occasionally into jargon and sentimentality but in a very short
compass with extraordinary deftness humor and a rueful shrewdness
edging toward wisdom it rises above genre to something not unlike
small genius nowadays everyone knows a little something about the mind
thinks the lady though it doesn t seem to have helped as much as one
could wish time 11 19 1973

The Last Night on the Titanic
2019-04-02

veronica hinke has taken a story that we all know so well and
interwoven delicious recipes that are historic and old but classic and
worthy of any modern day table she has unearthed a vibrant culinary
subtext that often left me breathless and dreamy eyed she skillfully
captures the magical avor of a fascinating era in our history two
spatulas raised in adulation chef art smith james beard award winner
top chef masters contestant former personal chef to oprah winfrey
april 14 1912 it was an unforgettable night in the last hours before
the titanic struck the iceberg passengers in all classes were enjoying
unprecedented luxuries innovations in food drink and de cor made this
voyage the apogee of edwardian elegance veronica hinke s painstaking
research and deft touch bring the titanic s tragic but eternally
glamorous maiden voyage back to life in addition to stirring accounts
of individual tragedy and survival the last night on the titanic
offers tried and true recipes newly invented styles and classic
cocktails to reproduce a glittering world of sophistication at sea
readers will experience recipes for oysters a la russe chicken and
wild mushroom vol au vents and dozens of other scrumptious dishes for
readers to recreate in their own kitchens a rare printed menu from the
last first class dinner on the titanic drink recipes from john jacob
astor iv s luxury hotels including the original martini the true story
of the unsinkable molly brown an extraordinary eyewitness testimony to
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captain edward smith s final moments intimate and captivating stories
about select passengers from millionaires to third class passengers

The Last Night
2016

in a quiet coastal village irina spends her days restoring furniture
passing the time in peace and hiding away from the world a family
secret long held and never discussed casts a dark shadow and irina
chooses to withdraw into her work when an antique bureau is sent to
her workshop the owner anonymous irina senses a history to the object
that makes her uneasy as irina begins to investigate the origins of
the piece she unearths the secrets it holds within decades earlier in
the 1950s another young woman kept secrets her name was abigail over
the course of one summer she fell in love and dreamed of the future
but abigail could not know that a catastrophe loomed and this event
would change the course of many lives for ever

Last Night With the Earl
2018-09-25

where have you been all my life kelly bowen if julia quinn sarah
maclean and lisa kleypas were to extract their writing dna mix it in a
blender and have a love child kelly bowen would be it
heroesandheartbreakers com earl war hero notorious rake after the
battle of waterloo eli dawes was presumed dead and would have happily
stayed that way he s no longer the reckless young man he once was and
only half as pretty all he wants is to hide away in his country home
where no one can see his scars but when he tries to sneak into his old
bedroom in the middle of the night he s shocked to find someone
already there rose hayward remembers eli as the arrogant lord who
helped her late fiance betray her finding him stealing into her art
studio doesn t correct her impression her only thought is to get him
to leave immediately yet the tension between them is electric and she
can t help but be drawn to him he might be back from the dead but it s
rose who is suddenly feeling very very much alive

Last Night in Montreal
2009-06-01

from the bestselling author of station eleven and sea of tranquility
when lilia albert was a child her father appeared on the doorstep of
her mother s house and took her away now haunted by an inability to
remember much about her early childhood lilia moves restlessly from
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city to city abandoning lovers and eluding the private detective who
has dedicated a career to following close behind then comes eli when
lilia goes out for a paper and fails to return to their brooklyn
apartment he follows her to montreal not knowing whether he wants to
disappear too or help her find her way home but what he discovers is a
deeper mystery one that will set past and present spinning toward
collision look for emily st john mandel s bestselling new novel sea of
tranquility

Combined and Uneven Apocalypse
2011-04-16

from the repurposed rubble of salvagepunk to undead hordes banging on
shopping mall doors from empty waste zones to teeming plagued cities
combined and uneven apocalypse grapples with the apocalyptic fantasies
of our collapsing era moving through the films political tendencies
and recurrent crises of late capitalism evan calder williams paints a
black toned portrait of the dream and nightmare images of a global
order gone very very wrong situating itself in the defaulting
financial markets of the present combined and uneven apocalypse
glances back toward a messy history of zombies car wrecks tidal waves
extinction trash heaps labour pandemics wolves cannibalism and general
nastiness that populate the underside of our cultural imagination
every age may dream the end of the world to follow but these scattered
nightmare figures are a skewed refraction of the normal hell of
capitalism the apocalypse isn t something that will happen one day it
s just the slow unveiling of the catastrophe we ve been living through
for centuries against any fantasies of progress return or
reconciliation williams launches a loathing critique of the bleak
present and offers a graveside smile for our necessary battles to come

Malign Velocities
2014-10-31

we are told our lives are too fast subject to the accelerating demand
that we innovate more work more enjoy more produce more and consume
more that s one familiar story another stranger story is told here of
those who think we haven t gone fast enough instead of rejecting the
increasing tempo of capitalist production they argue that we should
embrace and accelerate it rejecting this conclusion malign velocities
tracks this accelerationism as the symptom of the misery and pain of
labour under capitalism retracing a series of historical moments of
accelerationism the italian futurism communist accelerationism after
the russian revolution the cyberpunk phuturism of the 90s and 00s the
unconscious fantasies of our integration with machines the apocalyptic
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accelerationism of the post 2008 moment of crisis and the terminal
moment of negative accelerationism suggests the pleasures and pains of
speed signal the need to disengage negate and develop a new politics
that truly challenges the supposed pleasures of speed

The Last Night in London
2021-04-20

new york times bestselling author karen white weaves a captivating
story of friendship love and betrayal that moves between war torn
london during the blitz and the present day london 1939 beautiful and
ambitious eva harlow and her american best friend precious dubose are
trying to make their way as fashion models when eva falls in love with
graham st john an aristocrat and royal air force pilot she can t
believe her luck she s getting everything she ever wanted then the
blitz devastates her world and eva finds herself slipping into a web
of intrigue spies and secrets as eva struggles to protect her
friendship with precious and everything she holds dear all it takes is
one unwary moment to change their lives forever london 2019 american
journalist maddie warner whose life has been marked by the tragic loss
of her mother travels to london to interview precious about her life
in pre wwii london maddie has been careful to close herself off to
others but in precious she recognizes someone whose grief rivals her
own but unlike maddie precious hasn t allowed it to crush her maddie
finds herself drawn to both precious and to colin her enigmatic
surrogate nephew as maddie gets closer to her she begins to unravel
precious s haunting past a story of friendship betrayal and the
unremembered acts of kindness and of love

Last Night I Sang to the Monster
2009-09-01

sáenz poetic narrative will captivate readers from the first sentence
to the last paragraph of this beautifully written novel it is also a
celebration of life and a song of hope in celebration of family and
friendship one that will resonate loud and long with teens kirkus
reviews there is never a question of either sáenz s own extraordinary
capacity for caring and compassion or the authenticity of the
experiences he records in this heartfelt account of healing and hope
booklist offering insight into an adolescent s addiction dysfunction
and mental illness particularly in the wake of traumatic events sáenz
s artful rendition of the healing process will not soon be forgotten
publishers weekly sáenz weaves together 18 year old zach s past
present and changing disposition toward his future with stylistic
grace and emotional insight this is a powerful and edifying look into
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both a tortured psyche and the methods by which it can be healed
school library journal zach is eighteen he is bright and articulate he
s also an alcoholic and in rehab instead of high school but he doesn t
remember how he got there he s not sure he wants to remember something
bad must have happened something really really bad remembering sucks
and being alive well what s up with that i have it in my head that
when we re born god writes things down on our hearts see on some
people s hearts he writes happy and on some people s hearts he writes
sad and on some people s hearts he writes crazy on some people s
hearts he writes genius and on some people s hearts he writes angry
and on some people s hearts he writes winner and on some people s
hearts he writes loser it s all like a game to him him god and it s
all pretty much random he takes out his pen and starts writing on our
blank hearts when it came to my turn he wrote i don t like god very
much apparently he doesn t like me very much either sad benjamin alire
sáenz is a prolific novelist poet and author of children s books sammy
and juliana in hollywood his first novel for young adults was a
finalist for the los angeles times book prize and a young adult
library services association top ten books for young adults pick in
2005

About Last Night
2015-08-27

matt quinn has been an escort for most of his adult life he s so good
at his job that he s booked months in advance an enquiring email from
a potential client finds him intrigued about the shy awkward woman a
back and forth is started and before quinn knows it a friendship is
formed time passes and quinn is smitten there s only one problem the
client is his best friend s little sister she s off limits he knows
better staying away from one another is easier said than done

Last Night in Twisted River
2012-05-10

in 1954 in the cookhouse of a logging and sawmill settlement in
northern new hampshire a twelve year old boy mistakes the local
constable s girlfriend for a bear both the twelve year old and his
father become fugitives pursued by the constable their lone protector
is a fiercely libertarian logger once a river driver who befriends
them in a story spanning five decades last night in twisted river john
irving s twelfth novel depicts the recent half century in the united
states as a world where lethal hatreds were generally permitted to run
their course from the novel s taut opening sentence to its elegiac
final chapter what distinguishes last night in twisted river is the
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author s unmistakable voice the inimitable voice of an accomplished
storyteller

A Match Made in Lipa
2022-03-08

childhood friends reconnect as grown up rivals and maybe something
more in this witty filipino romance from carla de guzman what s
written in the stars isn t always the whole story chocolate maker and
shop owner kira luz isn t looking for love but if fate leads her that
way so be it when she randomly runs into her childhood crush santi on
vacation it feels like the stars are trying to tell her something
memories of their time growing up in lipa not to mention the steamy
kiss they share when they reconnect get her heart pounding but she has
to go back to lipa while he s headed for manila and long distance is
kind of an issue until he moves back home and distance becomes the
least of their problems estranged hotel heir anton santi santillan is
left adrift when his grandfather abruptly cuts him out of the family
business but he finds his footing again running a small niche hotel
back in lipa the downside of living in his old hometown it s no manila
that s for sure the upside seeing kira again kira who loves food as
much as he does kira who loves kissing as much as he does kira whose
family owns the property including her shop his grandfather wants him
to buy out from underneath them mixing love and chocolate and family
just might get messy and sometimes messy is exactly what fate had in
mind the laneways book 1 sweet on you book 2 a match made in lipa

Poor but Sexy
2014-03-28

24 years after the fall of the berlin wall europe is as divided as
ever the passengers of the low budget airlines go east for stag
parties and they go west for work but the east stays east and west
stays west caricatures abound the polish plumber in the tabloids the
new cold war in the broadsheets and the endless search for the new
berlin for hipsters against the stereotypes agata pyzik peers behind
the curtain to take a look at the secret histories of eastern europe
and its tortured relations with the west neoliberalism and mass
migration post punk and the bowiephile obsession with the eastern bloc
orientalism and self colonization the emancipatory potentials of
socialist realism the possibility of a non western idea of modernity
and futurism and the place of eastern europe in any current revival of
the idea of communism all are much more complex and surprising than
they appear poor but sexy refuses both a dewy eyed ostalgia for the
good old days and the equally desperate desire to become a normal part
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of europe reclaiming instead the idea an other europe

The Secret Language of Sisters
2016-02-23

new york times bestselling author luanne rice makes her dazzling ya
debut with this gorgeous unputdownable story of love hope and
redemption when ruth ann roo mccabe responds to a text message while
she s driving her life as she knows it ends the car flips and roo
winds up in a hospital bed paralyzed silent everyone thinks she s in a
coma but roo has locked in syndrome she can see and hear and
understand everything around her but no one knows it she s trapped
inside her own body screaming to be heard mathilda tilly is roo s
sister and best friend she was the one who texted roo and
inadvertently caused the accident now tilly must grapple with her
overwhelming guilt and her growing feelings for roo s boyfriend newton
the only other person who seems to get what tilly is going through but
tilly might be the only person who can solve the mystery of her sister
s condition who can see through roo s silence to the truth underneath
somehow through medicine or miracles will both sisters find a way to
heal

Pretend She's Here
2019-02-26

mega bestselling author luanne rice returns with a ripped from the
headlines story of a girl who is kidnapped by her friend s family
emily lonergan s best friend died last year and emily hasn t stopped
grieving lizzie porter was lively loud and fun emily s better half
emily can t accept that she s gone when lizzie s parents and her
sister come back to town to visit emily s heartened to see them the
porters understand her pain they miss lizzie desperately too
desperately enough to do something crazy something unthinkable
suddenly emily s life is hurtling toward a very dark place and she s
not sure she ll ever be able to return to what she once knew was real
from new york times bestselling author luanne rice comes a breathless
unputdownable story of suspense secrets and the strength that love
gives us to survive even the most shocking of circumstances

Ayrton Senna
2016

telling the story of ayrton senna is not easy it means retracing an
intense competitive career looking into the vulnerable soul of a
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complex man and reliving his tragic death which came during the
bloodiest weekend in the history of modern motor racing it also means
paying homage to a truly heroic figure whose grace and appeal remain
intact in other words we are talking about a journey into the
collective memory within which each racing fan cherishes particular
moments personal memories emotions and grief related to a figure who
in some way continues to appear and to race in a highly colourful
firmament this brings us to ercole colombo his photos his passion for
formula 1 and his innate ability as a reporter combined with the
aesthetic touch of a great photographer

Last Night's Reading
2015-10-27

an irresistible illustrated collection of charming wise and hilarious
quotations from your favorite authors why do we go to book readings
for a chance to see the authors we love come to life off the page
answering our questions and proving to be the brilliant witty people
we catch glimpses of through their work illustrator kate gavino author
of sanpaku captures the wonder of this experience firsthand at every
reading she attends kate hand letters the event s most memorable quote
alongside a charming portrait of the author in last night s reading
kate takes us on her journey through the literary world sharing
illustrated insight from more than one hundred of today s greatest
writers including zadie smith junot diaz lev grossman elizabeth
gilbert and many more on topics ranging from friendship and humor to
creativity and identity a celebration of authors reading and
bookstores this delightful collection is an advice book like no other
and a love letter to the joy of seeing your favorite author up close
and personal instead of putting together a lengthy play by play of the
event she witnessed gavino records the best quote and accompanies it
with a colorful sketch of the author it sounds simple but the results
are striking and unforgettable flavorwire a witty love letter to the
literary world the boston globe

The Last Night of Ramadan
2007-12

the last night of ramadan is for children and their families who wish
to understand and learn about islam and the muslim culture through
islamic celebrations throughout the year this book focuses on the holy
month of ramadan and the traditions associated with it the story of
the last night of ramadan entertains as it unveils the significance of
ramadan and eid el fitr and the traditions associated with them
children s imaginative powers can be further enriched when the events
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unfold through the beautiful medium of a puppet show something parents
can enjoy creating with their children and teachers can create for a
primary school context it is especially important today for both
muslims and non muslims to develop a factual understanding of islam
knowledge devoid of misconceptions and to understand the reasons
behind islam s broad appeal written primarily for non muslim children
and their families the enjoy islam series is also an excellent means
of reinforcing what muslim children may already know about their faith
as children read the last night of ramadan will sense traditions and
moral values that islam shares with other religions such as the
importance of the family respect toward older family members and the
special place afforded to mothers the illustrations in this unique
book for children brings to life this important time of the yearly
cycle for muslims around the world

The World's Last Night and Other Essays
2022-08-01

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the world s
last night and other essays by c s lewis digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has
been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the
books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will
treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature

Just One Last Night
2012-10-30

the temptation of one last night of heady passion with her husband is
too much for melanie masterson to resist but in the morning she kisses
his sexy mouth goodbye and turns her back on her marriage believing
forde deserves someone better someone who can be a good wife and
mother discovering melanie is pregnant with his child pushes forde
masterson to his limits as christmas approaches he vows to reclaim his
wife and child even if that means playing dirty with a sensual
onslaught so powerful that come christmas day she will never want to
leave his arms again
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